API 6D VALVES
C&C’s valves exceed industry standards by maintaining certifications such as API 6D, API 607, and API 6FA. Valves are available in sizes 2” through 36” in ANSI Class 150 to 2500. API 6D valves bodies are available in both carbon and stainless steel with a variety of seals, trims, and end connections options.

- Floating & Trunnion Mounted Ball Valves
- Non-Slam Piston & Swing Check Valves
- Cast & Forged Bodies
- Carbon & Stainless Steel
- Metal & Soft Seats
- FORCE Stainless Ball Valves

VALVES • FITTINGS • WELL SERVICING
C&C’s breadth of available products is diverse. From hammer unions to ball valves, C&C products complement almost any stocking portfolio. C&C has provided the market with quality valves and fittings for nearly two decades. Today, C&C products are seen in almost all upstream oil and gas applications throughout North America.

- Ball Valves
- Butterfly Valves
- Check Valves
- Instrument Valves
- Hammer Unions
- Red Iron/Flow Line Products
- Grooved-End Products
- Seals & Gaskets

API 602 GATE, GLOBE & CHECK VALVES
SMITH's reputation for quality has been forged over a half-century. Dedication to product quality continues today through substantial investments in technology resulting in improved engineering and manufacturing practices. Coupled with the time tested designs and unique color coding system, SMITH has and will continue to provide API 602 forged steel valves to a variety of industries throughout the world.

- Gate Valves
- Globe Valves
- Check Valves
- Bellow Seal Valves
- Y-Pattern Globe Valves
- Cryogenic, Sour Gas, Chlorine, Oxygen and HF Acid Service Valves

GEAR OPERATORS • VALVE AUTOMATION
Diamond Gear is a provider of high quality industrial worm gears, bevel gears, declutchable override gears, and gear accessories. Diamond Gears are available in a wide range of sizes and range of output torques, all with ISO 5211 interfaces. Our technically trained staff will work with you to select the right gear for your application based on your operating requirements. With large inventory levels and customization capabilities, Diamond Gear will get you in motion.

- Declutchable Override Gears
- Bevel Gears
- Worm Gears
- Valve Automation Services
**VE® DUAL EXPANDING PLUG VALVES**

VE® is the valve of choice for applications that require a true double block and bleed and double isolation product. The VE® Dual Expanding Plug Valve is recognized globally for its innovative design and solid performance. This Dual Expanding Plug Valve is ideal for liquid storage tanks and midstream applications such as metering systems, fuel loading/unloading, and storage terminals.

- Sizes 2” - 36”
- ANSI Class 150 - 600
- Fugitive Emissions Certified
- Fire Safe Certified
- Zero Leakage
- Double Isolation Function according to API 6D/ISO 14313
- All Wetted Parts - ENP Protection

**Perar**

API 6D BALL VALVES

Perar is a leading Italian manufacturer of API 6D and API 6A ball valves for a wide variety of applications in various sectors like oil, gas, petrochemical, on/offshore, heavy chemicals, and more. Perar's valves are fully customizable and their quality is unmatched.

- Sizes 1/2” - 60”, ANSI 150 to 2500
- Material options including Carbon, Stainless, Duplex, Super Duplex, Alloy, Monel, and Titanium
- 2 & 3 Piece Floating Ball Valves
- Top & Side Entry Trunnion Mounted Ball Valves
- Bolted & Fully Welded Ball Valves

**PK Valve**

GATE, GLOBE & CHECK VALVES

PK Valve is the largest manufacturer of industrial gate, globe, and check valves in South Korea. PK is known for their superior quality and have earned approvals from some of the largest multinational downstream oil and gas corporations. PK maintains a fully integrated manufacturing operation in South Korea whose capabilities include R&D, Destructive Testing, and NDE testing. From the casting phase to assembly and test, manufacturing is done completely in-house and is the reason PK valves have been widely accepted since 1946.

- Gate Valves
- Globe Valves
- Check Valves
- Y-Pattern Globe Valves
- Pressure Seal Valves
- Cryogenic Valves

**Econ®**

PNEUMATIC & HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS

Econ® is a leading provider of valves and valve related products. The Econ® brand of products is designed around today's standards and expectations from various agencies and customer groups. Econ® products have added features, which make them suitable for a wide spectrum of applications.

- Rack & Pinion Actuators
- Scotch Yoke Actuators
- Valve Automation Packages
WHAT YOU NEED.
WHEN YOU NEED IT.

CNC Flow Control is equipped to take on procurement needs no matter the size or complexity. From your everyday items to the more difficult to find, we have what you’re looking for.

Our relationships are built and maintained by prioritizing what matters most - **Product Leadership**, **Operational Excellence**, and **Customer Intimacy**.

Because of our dedication to quality and service, customers view us as the people they trust to integrate flow controls with their equipment and ensure the successful achievement of their project goals. Our increased involvement with a diverse range of projects, spanning an array of industries provides us with a multitude of references for successful integration.

---

**CNC FLOW CONTROL - CANADA**

**CALGARY**
Calgary Place - Bldg 1
850-330 5 Ave SW
Calgary, AB T2P 0L4
Main: 403.930.1930

**EDMONTON**
6442 Roper Road
Edmonton, AB T6B 3P9
Main: 780.462.9166
Fax: 780.466.3451

[www.cncflowcontrol.ca](http://www.cncflowcontrol.ca)